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1.  Introduction & Background  

 

1.1 Capita Work 

 Work on the SSP and CCR commenced in August 2013 with CAPITA engaged to deliver a 

 Justification Report on both the CCR and SSP. These reported in October 2012. It was 

 agreed by Chief Constables and PCCs to support the development of a detailed operating 

 model, which should be available for consideration by the end of the year.   

 The cost of contracting Capita was £348,000.  The benefit was to ensure we received an 

 independent review of our thinking in respect of the CCR and SSP. In addition given the 

 volume of other significant work we were undertaking, it ensured that we were able to 

 deliver a report on the way forward in quick time.  

 Shared Services Partnership (SSP) Business Case 

 In August 2013, the Constabularies and PCCs established the SSP Project and 

 commissioned Capita, under the direction of the Joint Strategic Change team, to define 

 what the SSP is and to explore potential models of how it could operate.  

 The recommendations were that: 

1. The SSP should deliver ICT, HR, Finance, Transport Services, Procurement and 

Estates & Facilities as a set of fully collaborated services. 

2. The SSP should aim to go live in parallel with the implementation of the ERP system 

(scheduled for April 2015). 

3. The SSP should focus on initially delivering these services to the Constabularies; only 

when that is successfully achieved should the Constabularies consider broadening the 

partnership to include other public sector bodies (including police forces or emergency 

service providers) or sell its services as a trading company. 

 The Benefits of Change 

 The benefits of change, arising from the benefits of sharing resources and co-location, 

 include considerable non-financial benefits: 

 Improved delivery of services which are customer focussed and support the full range 

of front line policing activities; 

 Efficiency savings to protect services without detriment to the quality or level of service 

provision; 

 Reduced levels of management and increased spans of control, removing the number 

of managers required; 

 Improved sharing of local knowledge and access to a wider range of expertise and 

support from others within a wider team; 
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 More understanding and visibility of service performance allowing for service risks to be 

better managed and planned for; 

 Clear service standards and mechanisms in place to monitor and respond to issues; 

 Improved career progression for staff and wider opportunities to progress through 

specialisation or into management routes; 

 Staff able to maximise time spent on service delivery with less time spent on 

management or administration; 

 Greater capacity and resilience to handle peaks and troughs in demand; 

 Adoption of leading practice, supporting a change in the Constabularies’ culture; 

 Improved control and management information through process standardisation; 

 Reduced net cost of change for each Constabulary; 

 Providing a vehicle to deliver services to other organisations; 

 Reduced carbon footprint. 

 Capita SSP Justification Report Findings 0ctober 2013: 

 Legally there has been no significant change in the ability of the Constabularies to 

either trade or buy business support services since the establishment and election of 

PCCs in 2012 

 Both the PCCs and the Constabularies need to work in tandem to deliver the primary 

policing objectives and any trading or shared service activity needs to be in harmony 

with these primary objectives 

 The challenge for the SSP design will be the need to balance the requirement for PCCs 

to have greater independence and freedom against their statutory obligation to 

collaborate to reduce cost and increase efficiency. 

 There are a wide range of options open to the Constabulary in terms of the scope of the 

business support services provided and the manner in which they are provided, 

whether that is through trading services to other organisations through internally 

established organisations or by purchasing services in from existing providers 

 The more diverse the range of services provided the more resource will be required and 

the more complex the SSP would be to manage and operate effectively 

 The SSP should cover as broad a range of activities within each of the services that will 

be provided, encompassing both transactional-type activities such as first line support, 

through to more complex case work provided by business support specialist teams, 

project management 

 The Constabularies should retain strategic control and direction of the delivered service 

and create a contract/supplier management post to monitor the partnership’s 

performance and contractual compliance 
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 It is critical that any partner organisations gain benefit in proportion to the investment 

made, do not feel threatened and have a voice within the partnership. 

 The market for trading of business support services is rapidly maturing across the 

public sector, with a number of existing suppliers with a progressed service offering 

across a range of support services already operating at a local, regional and national 

level with varying degrees of success 

 There are a wide range of other public sector organisations entering into the traded 

business support services market, with the same aspirations as Norfolk/Suffolk 

Constabularies, increasing the competition within this market 

 Few organisations trade business support services across the full scope envisaged by 

Norfolk/Suffolk Constabularies, with most focusing on one or two of the in-scope 

services at most 

 Therefore, given the high level of competition that would be expected, the 

Constabularies must take careful consideration of the appropriate strategy to enter the 

market as a trading entity.  

 Establishment of a separate legal entity remains a high risk venture, even eight years 

on from the original report compiled in April 2005 

 Entering into a trading arrangement for business support services risks losing focus on 

the core mission of the Constabularies to provide policing services to Norfolk and 

Suffolk 

 Unless traded services are able to be provided to a highly professional standard, it is 

likely that customers will be unwilling to buy services from the Constabularies 

 There is also a wider philosophical point about the Constabularies setting up a 

company from which to trade business support services to other organisations - should 

this strategy be a priority for the PCCs and Chief Constables or should the 

Constabularies’ focus be to meet the core operational policing needs of the counties? 

 Key stakeholders, including members of the public, would expect to see the 

Constabularies focused on providing services (whatever they may be) that are directly 

for the benefit of policing – if this involves trading of services, there is likely to be an 

expectation for any revenues to be reinvested into the forces for the benefit of 

stakeholders. 

 At the completion of Stage 1, it was recommended that: 

 The Constabularies should focus on completing and refining internal business support 

services collaboration changes in the immediate term, in line with the proposed 

procurement and implementation of the ERP solution by April 2015. 

 A Head of Shared Services would need to be put in post with leads for each of the 

functions reporting to them, superseding the current split of accountabilities between 

DCCs (HR) and ACOs (ICT, Finance, Procurement, Estates and Transport Services). 
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 During this time the Constabularies may wish to explore opportunities to collaborate 

with other Constabularies in the region in order to develop a shared service across a 

selected range of key business support services, identifying the most appropriate 

services from the six listed by the Joint Chief Officers Team (JCOT). 

 Once this transformation is completed and the ERP solution embedded into the 

organisation (most likely through to April 2016), the Constabularies should re-assess 

again whether setting up of a trading company is the preferred solution once the market 

has been established for a longer period of time and has stabilised (or otherwise). 

 Launching a trading company in the next 18-24 months would be challenging and 

unlikely to generate significant revenues in that period. 

 The decision to trade SSP services with other police forces, emergency services or 

local government organisations should be considered once the SSP and the 

Constabularies have taken the time to review the opportunity and considered the SSP’s 

maturity to trade. 

 If the decision to set up a trading company is ratified, the preference should be to 

establish this as an internal trading organisation in the first stage, potentially seeking 

opportunities to spin this out as a separate legal entity later. 
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2.  Estates 

 

2.1 Workstation Requirement 

 The Capita desk provision shown in Page 20 of the Target Operating Model has been 

 checked by Capita and verified as being correct by tracking back to the source data 

 provided by Capita in the Target Operating model and against the current establishment 

 figures and the movement from current Department to the Target Operating Model.  

 Finance has also undertaken a separate exercise which verifies these figures.   

 The original Capita business case presented the worst case scenario for the workstation 

 requirements.  Further reductions in workstation numbers may be achievable once the 

 detailed Target Operating Model is agreed.    

2.2 Location Options 

 Location options for the SSP have been developed by Estates based on the workstation 

 requirements detailed in Section 2.1 above.  The workstation requirement has been 

 confirmed with Capita.  The requirement is to consider and cost the following: 

 Assuming CCR moves to Wymondham need to look at four refined options: 

 1.  Accommodate at PHQ Martlesham; 

 2.  New build at Landmark House; 

 3.  New build in the West of Suffolk; 

 4a. Lease option – Ipswich; 

 4b. Lease option – West Suffolk. 

 Agents have undertaken a property search and found one potential property in Newmarket, 

 and two in Bury St Edmunds.  The agents have enquired about Public Service Village but 

 there is no spare capacity at  present.  Options are fluid as current available properties may 

 not be available in future.  Costs are indicators on properties currently available.  Shared 

 accommodation with Suffolk County Council is still available, as are leasehold options in 

 Ipswich Town Centre.   

 Appendix C details the location cost estimates.  These have been significantly influenced 

 by work undertaken by Ingleton Wood, Consultant Building Surveyors and Architects hence 

 some of the base calculations (unit rates for build costs etc.) differ from those prepared in 

 December 2013.  

2.3 Space Saving Benefits 

 Opportunity to rationalise existing estate following implementation of each project. 

 If space were released at the OCC (including within buildings 7, 8 and 9) by virtue of SSP 

 to any other location, then page 20 of the TOM indicates that 132.7 staff and 2.6 officers 

 would move from the OCC. Clearly there are too many variables in play to ascertain with 

 any certainty exactly how much space that would release however at an average of say 

 6m2 per person approximately 800m2 may be available for reallocation. 
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 If space were released at PHQ by virtue of the SSP going to any other location - page 20 of 

 the TOM indicates that 73.9 staff + 2 officers would move from Martlesham. 

 That would allow all three temporary buildings at Martlesham to be released. 

 Alternatively two temporary buildings could be removed. 
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3.  Finance 

3.1 Redundancy Costs 

 Calculations for the cost of redundancy are handled differently in the SSP and CCR 

 Business Cases.  The CCR case assumes that personnel not wishing to travel to a new site 

 would be paid redundancy.   

 Revised redundancy costs have been calculated on a worst case scenario basis and are 

 higher than those shown in the Capita Business Case, as the assumptions used are 

 inconsistent with our joint Change Management Policy, however, these increased costs 

 may be further mitigated due to incentives and redeployment.  Table 1, below incorporates 

 the cost of redundancy in the annual revenue and total transitional costs.   

3.2 Financial Gap Update to Business Case 

 The latest spending review means that Norfolk and Suffolk jointly need to find £36.7m 

 savings. Of this Norfolk Constabulary will need to identify a further £9.0 million in savings 

 by March 2018.  Suffolk Constabulary will need to identify a further £10.2 million in savings 

 by March 2018.   

3.3 “Do nothing”, “Do minimum” Options Appraisal 

 The Suffolk OPCC requested financial details of a “do nothing” and “do minimum” option of 

 retaining both sites, whilst implementing changes which will result in a recurring reduction in 

 cost.   

 In terms of the ‘do nothing’ option, PCCs have already decided on the implementation of 

 the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system which will require significant organisational 

 redesign and changes to business processes and current department structures.   

 With regard to a ‘do minimum’ option, this is reflected in the implementation of the ERP 

 which will enable the delivery of the Business Support Review (BSR1) savings for HR, 

 Finance and Procurement.  Table 1 below shows clearly that the annual ongoing savings, 

 after transitional costs, are greater for the SSP than the “do minimum” options.  

 The investment appraisal assessment, using the net present value (NPV) technique, also 

 clearly shows that the SSP options deliver more benefits than the “do minimum” option. The 

 revenue impact over four years is not as high for SSP, due to the estimated level of 

 transitional costs. However, these are one-off invest-to-save costs that facilitate delivering 

 significantly more savings over the medium to longer-term thus protecting the front-line over 

 a longer period.  

The Options Appraisal for all SSP options are summarised in Table 1 below with further 

detail provided in Appendix E.  This analysis identifies that financially PHQ at Martlesham 

Heath provides the most cost-effective location option for the SSP, although the margin 

compared to other options is relatively small. 

 Revised redundancy costs have been calculated in a worst case scenario basis and are 

 higher than those shown in the Capita Business Case, as the assumptions used are 

 inconsistent with our joint Change Management Policy, however, these increased costs 

 may be further mitigated due to incentives and redeployment.   
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SSP Annual Revenue and Total Transitional Costs 

  Option 1 Option 2 Option 3 Option 4a Option 4b Option 5 

  PHQ 
New Build 

LMH 
New Build 
West Sfk 

Lease - 
Ipswich 

Lease West 
Sfk 

Do 
Minimum 

  £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 £000 

Recurring Annual 
Revenue Impact from 
Year 4: 

     
  

Additional Revenue 
Costs 

281 608 629 485 485 0 

Savings -2,609 -2,609 -2,609 -2,609 -2,609 -1,796 

Net Annual Revenue 
Saving 

-2,328 -2,001 -1,980 -2,124 -2,124 -1,796 

  
     

  

Transitional Costs (Total 
Incurred over 4 year 
period): 

     
  

One off Revenue Costs 2,166 2,204 1,338 2,203 1,337 501 

  
     

  

  
     

  

Total Net Revenue 
Saving over 4 years* 

-4,010 -2,645 -3,422 -3,160 -4,026 -5,951 

* total revenue savings, 
additional ongoing 
revenue costs and 
transitional revenue 
costs 

     
  

  
     

  

Total Capital Costs 3,226 6,618 7,447 1,168 1,168 0 

  
     

  

  
     

  

25 year Net Present 
Value Benefit 

45,272 39,890 40,281 40,686 41,552 37,118 

              

      
Table 1 

3.4 Procurement Savings 

 The present structure of the Procurement and Supplies Department took into account that it 

 would be based on a fully integrated central procurement hub model with a single store and 

 flexible working arrangements for commercial staff.  The efficiencies were included in the 

 BSR 1 saving targets as shown above. 

 This was postponed due to early discussions at a corporate level over the introduction of a 

 joint location for business support services. This resulted in a need to continue to manage 

 two stores with a single temporary support to assist with that.  

 The commercial element of the Procurement and Supplies Department are already 

 established as a fully integrated unit working across both constabularies.  It is not felt that 
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 the creation of an SSP in the initial stages will in itself create further substantial 

 procurement efficiencies. 

3.5 Vehicle Workshops 

 A review of vehicle workshops is being considered.  There are currently no detailed plans; 

 however, there has been some discussion with Local Authority partners in Suffolk regarding 

 a shared workshop facility and use of bunkered fuel facilities.  
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4.  ICT  

4.1 Review of Costings 

 ICT costs have been reviewed by the Director of ICT against the accommodation 

 proposals in Appendix C and are detailed below.     

 

OPTION 

 

CAPITAL COST 

 

Option 1 – OCC 

 

 £160k* 

 

Option2 – PHQ 

 

 £160k* 

 

Option 3 – New Build 

   

£795k* 

 

Option 4 – Lease 

 

 £795K* 

*working on the assumption that the ICT cabling is part of the build process.  

Also includes resource costs. 

 

 The ICT costs have increased from the Capita Business Case due to more detailed 

 understanding of the infrastructure costs associated with the ICT requirements.    
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5.  HR  
5.1 Equality Impact Assessment  

 See Appendix A. 

5.2 Incentivisation & Redeployment Options 

 There is a requirement to consider incentivisation options for CCR staff to maximise 

 redeployment to the SSP structure, minimising redundancies and retaining skills and 

 experience.  This may include staff travel options such as provision of a mini bus and will 

 include reciprocal arrangements for SSP and CCR to make the best use of economies of 

 scale. 

 Both Forces are undertaking a programme of harmonisation of Terms and Conditions and 

 the impact on incentivisation and redeployment as appropriate. 

 HR has confirmed that staff receiving shift allowances would not be protected for these 

 allowances if moving to different role, although they will be salary protected for two years. 

HR are working on an incentivisation options package.  Proposals will be presented to 

JCOT. 

 Redeployment options for SSP have also been considered.  A plan and timeline of 

 redeployment for CCR and SSP is being  developed in line with Force Policy and 

 associated employment legislation. 

5.3 Staff Travel 

 A range of staff travel options are being developed as part of the incentivisation options 

 package as described above.  

5.4 Recruitment 

 Recruitment will be managed in accordance with existing successful process deployed 

 during tranches of organisational change. 
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6. Strategic / Political / Governance 

6.1 Regional Appetite for Collaborated Back Office 

 There have been tentative discussions with other forces in the region about 

 opportunities to collaborate back office functions and how the ERP might support 

 this further collaboration.  However, there are no firm plans in place to progress this at this 

 time.   

6.2 Review of pros & cons of police to police & police to public sector provision of 

 shared services 

 Whilst there are various configurations involving the public and/or private sector within 

which a SSP could be created, Capita advised that any SSP should initially prioritise the 

provision of support services to the two Constabularies.  There may be opportunities to be 

able to extend this beyond the two Constabularies in due course.  The business case has 

consequently concentrated on creating a SSP between the two Constabularies.  Enquiries 

with other potential police and public sector partners for broadening any SSP will need 

further work to understand if any substantial appetite for this exists. 

  Norfolk and Suffolk Constabularies have commenced the necessary ICT infrastructure 

transformation through a separate project with Capgemini to introduce an Oracle-based e-

business suite, Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) ICT system known as T-Police.  

Capgemini have confirmed that the T-Police system will be fully compatible with the SSP 

proposals and also advise that this is the logical next step for the Constabularies to 

capitalise on the service and savings opportunities presented by the ERP.  

 T-Police is designed specifically to support policing and has been successfully implemented 

in Cheshire & Northamptonshire in the Multi-Force Shared Service and Lincolnshire.  The 

system is able to support police to police collaboration as it is designed around police 

processes with an overlay of police regulations and police standards.  The system enables 

on-boarding of other police forces within an SSP structure.  Additional ICT systems would 

need to be procured to support Local Authority back office functions.   
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APPENDIX A 

 

EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT WORKBOOK  
 

          
 

EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT WORKBOOK 
 

FOR STRATEGIC CHANGE BUSINESS CASES 
 

 

Name of Business Case: Shared Services Partnership  
Project Manager: Sarah Bolt, Strategic Change  

 
This document replaces the generic initial and full impact assessment document, and must 
be completed in full by the Project Manager, and approved by the individuals below: 

 
 

Author 
Name: Sarah Bolt 
Position: Change Lead  
Date:  1 April 2014 
 
Head of Function: 
Name: TBC 
Position: TBC 
Date:   
 
Diversity Unit Norfolk: 
Name: Abraham Eshetu 
Position: Corporate Equality & Diversity Manager 
Date:  24 April 2014 

 
Diversity Unit Suffolk: 
Name: Jennifer Powell  
Position: Chief Inspector  
Date: 24 April 2014 
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Section 1: Details of the business case 
 

1.1 Summarise the main aim(s) or purpose of the business case  

 
The purpose of the Business Case and Target Operating Model (TOM) is to describe 
the case for a Shared Service Partnership (SSP) for Norfolk and Suffolk Constabularies 
and Police & Crime Commissioners.   
 
The SSP Business Case looks to co-locate the six functions of Human Resources, 
Finance, Procurement, Information Communications Technology (ICT), Estates & 
Facilities and Transport Services to a single location.  
 
Furthermore, the SSP will enable the Enterprise Resource Planning project to convert 
its efficiency savings into cash releasing cost savings. 
 

1.2 Identify individuals and organisations internally and externally that are likely to have 
an interest in, or be affected by, the business case 

 

 Chief Officers 

 PCC’s 

 CPC 

 Protective Services 

 Criminal Justice 

 Professional standards 

 Strategic Change 

 Corporate Communications 

 Unison 

 Federation 

 HR 

 Finance 

 Estates and facilities 

 ICT 

 Legal Services 

 Public 

 Other emergency services 

 Partner agencies – local authorities, voluntary sector etc.   

 Norfolk resilience forum 

 Suffolk resilience forum 
 

1.3 What factors could contribute or detract from the main aim of the business case? 

 
The intention is to co-locate support functions in a single location to deliver support 
services to the two organisations which is saleable in the long-term to attract further 
partners.  Identification of a suitable location for the SSP is important to enable the 
centralisation of functions and achieve economies of scale and maximise continuous 
improvement opportunities.  

 

1.4 Is there a public concern regarding the subject of the business case?  If so, describe 
how these concerns have been identified. 
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There has been minimal public concern identified with the proposals.   

1.5 Provide details of any changes in legislation or national guidance which have pre-
empted the business case 

 
None identified 

 
  
Section 2: Consultation 
 

2.1 Which individuals and organisations internally and externally have been consulted or 
involved in the creation of the business case at this point in time, and how were they 
consulted or involved? 

 
Internal consultation only at this stage 

 Chief Officers 

 PCC’s and OPCC staff 

 Department Heads and Directors 

 Department Senior Management Teams 

 Joint Senior Managers – Norfolk and Suffolk (all Superintendents & above and police 
staff equivalents) 

 Unison 

 Federation 

 Superintendents Association 

 Strategic Change 

 Corporate Communications 
 
• Stakeholder meetings with Chief Constables, Deputy Chief Constables, Assistant 

Chief Officers, heads of the six departments and PCCs (and their senior teams) 

• Briefings to the Joint Chief Officer Team 

• Co-design workshops with the heads of the six departments and their senior 

managers; over 30 people attended these sessions and the outputs included an 

agreement on the SSP’s purpose and a clear steer on the design principles, location 

requirements and the application of governance and service levels 

• Follow up meetings to discuss specific points of interest or to review demand volume 

data 

• A validation workshop with the heads of the six departments to play back our 

findings and provide an initial view of the developing Target Operating Model (TOM); 

this allowed them to correct any misinterpretations and provide guidance on the 

design 

• Attending the SSP User Group (now the Transformational Change Board) 

• Weekly project boards chaired by T/ACC Collaboration and attended by Strategic 

Change and Legal Services 

• Meeting with the ERP project team to agree benefits realisation 

• Providing an update and Q&A session to the Joint Management Conference  

2.2 Has the business case been amended in light of the consultation or involvement, in 
relation to equality issues? 
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No requirement to alter the business case has been identified. 

 

2.3 What further consultation is planned – who will this be with and when will it take 
place? 

 
No further consultation is planned in relation to the business case. 
 

 
Section 3: Impact of the business case 
 
All questions below should be considered from the perspective of all diversity strands, i.e. 
age, disability, gender reassignment, marriage and civil partnership, pregnancy and 
maternity, race, religion or belief, sex and sexual orientation and from the perspective of 
family status e.g. dependants or caring responsibilities and economic status. 
 

 
3.1 Are any groups of individuals disproportionately highlighted as being at risk of 
redundancy or subject to other impact as a result of the business case?  If so, can 
evidence be provided that selection of these individuals was not related directly or 
indirectly to any characteristic protected under equality legislation?  
 
Yes, part-time staff, staff with disability and those with caring responsibility could 
potentially be adversely impacted. 
 
A single location for the SSP would result in a risk of redundancy for staff located in either 
Norfolk or Suffolk.  Part-time staff are even less likely to consider redeployment to the SSP 
location, due to increased travel times and the associated costs.    
 
The options for a SSP location are based on organisational requirements in terms of the 
need to identify and realise significant efficiency savings as part of the Comprehensive 
Spending Reviews, 1 and 2.  The posts affected were not selected by any characteristic 
protected under equality legislation.   
 
Will any of these individuals be subject to an adverse impact compared with others 
highlighted for redundancy or similar impact? 
 
12% of the staff within the SSP functions are part-time employees.  The average age of 
staff within these functions is 45 years with an average length of service of 9.5 years.   

 
Is there an alternative means of achieving the business case’s aim, objective or outcome? 
 
No, various options were considered in preparing the business case but they did not 
achieve the full aims and objectives. 
 
Whilst the business case may affect individuals within a group, there will be no differential 
impact between individuals during the at risk process. 
 
The requirements of individuals will be considered on an individual basis as part of the 
individual consultation process 
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Implementation and changes made will be undertaken in accordance with force Change 
Management Policies and in consultation with staff and Unison. The Norfolk and Suffolk 
Change Management Polices give full details of the alternatives to redundancy that will be 
considered and HR will actively support individuals affected by the change to achieve 
these. 
 
Unison and other appropriate staff groups will also be available to provide support for staff 
affected 
 
Current policies in relation to flexible working, part time working etc will apply also. 
 
Any future selection interviews and decisions for posts will be conducted with due regard 
to equality issues, with the support of appropriately experienced and trained HR staff. 
Additional, reasonable adjustments/extensions to support packages will be made to 
accommodate any diversity related issues or difficulties that staff may face throughout the 
process.  
 
Any differential impact will be addressed through the implementation of reasonable 
adjustments policy, extensions to support packages and flexible working measures where 
appropriate to accommodate any diversity related issues or difficulties that staff may face 
throughout the change process.  
 

3.2 What changes, if any, have been made to the business case already as a result of the 
Equality Impact Assessment to reduce adverse impact?   

 
No changes have been made to the Business Case  

3.3 What changes, if any, were considered but not implemented? 

 
None 

3.4 If the potential remains for the business case to have a negative impact on members of 
one or more groups, explain why implementation is to continue and can this be justified? 
 

 
The Business Case demonstrates significant savings opportunities for the Constabularies 
as part of the CSR 2 savings requirements.  Reductions in support functions have already 
been achieved through the first Business Support Review (BSR) with the aim of 
streamlining back office functions whilst preserving frontline policing activity.   
 
This Business Case supports further reductions to back office functions to support the 
strategic intention of maximising frontline service delivery to the public.   
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APPENDIX B 

 

The main business and service risks associated with the potential scope for this project are shown below, together with their impact. 

RISK IMPACT MITIGATIONS 

Loss of key staff from the delivery functions.  Uncertainty and concern over the future 
of jobs and place of work 

 Likely to be perceived winners and losers 

 Link with Communications Strategy for 
CSR 2, which has been in place and in 
use since May 2013. 

 Communicate with openness and 
honesty. 

Coordination with the timing and implementation of 
ERP. 

 Depending on timing of the ERP 
programme there could be a scenario 
where staff trained in the ERP processes 
could be lost if the location of the SSP is 
unacceptable to them. This could impact 
the successful delivery of the ERP 
system. 

 Integrate with current PMO arrangements 
to align the ERP, SSP and CCR plans as 
part of the wider CSR2 savings.  

Impact of elections – for Central Government and 
PCCs in timescales. 

 In the worst case scenario this could lead 
to a reversal of the decision to locate the 
SSP in one county. 

 Ensure PCCs are committed to, 
understand and can see, the benefits of 
the SSP. 

Higher redundancy costs than planned.  Due to the actual profile of staff leaving 
the authorities through the redesign 
process. 

 Carry out sensitivity analysis as part of an 
Equality Impact Assessment to determine 
potential impact on business case. 

 Finance Department has considered and 
included worse-case projections. 
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RISK IMPACT MITIGATIONS 

Lack of readiness to change.  Self-service and increased levels of self-
sufficiency are a key requirement to 
reducing transactional activity and 
enabling greater process automation. 

 If the Constabularies are unable to 
facilitate the change in process and 
working practices for managers within 
departments, the extent of savings will be 
reduced. 

 In order for the shared service model to 
be viable, the frontline officers and other 
customers will need to be actively 
consulted and involved in the process of 
changing business processes that impact 
on them in order to improve efficiency. 

 The SSP Futures Board / Transition 
Board must lead the change and be seen 
to lead the change. 

Competing priorities from other change projects 
divert in-house project management resource 
(including stakeholder, change and communications 
management) meaning there is insufficient capacity 
or capability to deliver the required change 
successfully. 

There is neither an appetite nor compelling 
argument to buy-in specialist resource. 

 Project struggles to mobilise effectively. 

 Project does not maintain momentum and 
fails to hit its milestones. 

 Project benefits are not realised to 
schedule and/or not fully realised. 

 Staff and officers across the 
Constabularies (at all levels) are not fully 
bought into the project and present 
obstacles and blockages that limit 
success. 

 Chief Officers define a clear set of 
priorities and stick with this to ensure that 
the most effective resource is retained. 

 Dedicated, full-time  resource is allocated 
to the project (this is not done alongside 
someone else’s day job). 

 The Constabularies place the most 
capable resource onto the project. 

 The Constabularies could buy-in support 
for a limited time or with the objective of 
delivering specific outcomes. 
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RISK IMPACT MITIGATIONS 

Lack of effective stakeholder engagement and 
management. 

 Effective communication and engagement 
with the wide range of stakeholders and 
stakeholder groups is vital to ensuring the 
project has the right level of ‘buy-in’ and 
commitment. 

 All parties need to be involved in a co-
ordinated and managed programme of 
communication and change management 
to provide the appropriate levers to tackle 
the barriers and resistance to change and 
successfully embed the reasoning behind 
the changes to the service, service 
delivery and way of working. 

 Align with existing CSR2 communications 
plan as part of the SSP implementation; 
this will be accountable for 
communications across the wider 
programme and charged with developing 
a communications delivery strategy early 
on in the project lifecycle. 

Changes to the Chart of Accounts.  A decision to change the Constabularies’ 
Chart of Accounts will require a review of 
other impacts on business systems and 
interfaces. This could significantly impact 
on SSP project costs and timescales. 

 Ensure that any decision on changing the 
charts of accounts is made with full 
awareness of the potential impact of such 
a decision. 

Staff and trade union opposition to planned staff 
reductions and/or location change. 

 Delays in project implementation. 

 Increased costs of redundancy. 

 Key staff leaving, removing vital 
knowledge. 

 Explore strategies for staff being offered 
alternatives of travel to the SSP location 
or potentially remote working, depending 
on their role. 
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RISK IMPACT MITIGATIONS 

Customers do not use new processes (e.g. self-
service) as envisaged. 

 Excess calls to service desk leading to a 
reduction in service levels and impacting 
service delivery of transactional activities. 

 Calls to known points of contact for help 
leading to untracked higher than planned 
demand and more expensive resource 
responding to low value queries. 

 Failure to achieve projected ERP cost 
savings. 

 Communication to users, training of users 
where take up of self service is poor and 
clear leadership from Transition Board to 
drive adoption of new processes. 

The SSP, rather than controlling demand by 
delivering an agreed set of services to an agreed 
quality, accepts new commissions from customers 
without evaluating the cost or impact on other 
activities. 

 If customers do not change their 
behaviours (see above), then the SSP 
must do so by effectively controlling 
requests for additional services (e.g. by 
saying “no”). If it does not control demand 
it will be unable to control cost. 

 Agree service catalogues and service 
performance measures. 

Unable to recruit the Head of SSP within the 
identified timescales. 

 Lose the ability to have a leader to take 
responsibility to drive through 
transformational change. 

 Will require the role to be backfilled from 
the Constabulary. 

 Start the recruitment process at the 
earliest opportunity (ideally, from April 
2014). 

 Ensure that the PCCs are bought into the 
recruitment of a new, senior member of 
JCOT with a salary package 
commensurate to their role and status. 
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SUMMARY OF ACCOMODATION OPTIONS AND COSTS           APPENDIX C 

 

Shared Service Partnership (SSP) Version 7    10 April 2014

Stated Accommodation requirement (as provided by Capita)
260 permanent desks

32 hot desks

Meeting rooms/breakout rooms as appropriate

Staff dining facility

Car parking

Accommodation Options

Option
Permanent 

desks
Hot desks Notes

Extra required if move to PHQ 153 18
Total hot desk required = 32 but some hot 

deskers already resident in PHQ

All to Landmark House 260 32

All to Bury St Edmunds LG Park 260 32

Option 3  - New build West Suffolk Option 4 - Leased

£ £ £ £

Convert part of residential block (bedrooms)to 

offices providing 40 workstations plus meeting 

rooms. 268,000

Estimated space requirement to cater for 292 

desks plus meeting, breakout, rest area and 

ancilliary spaces 6.2m2 per workstation + 20% = 

2172 @ £1875 m2 = 4,072,500

Estimated space requirement to cater for 292 desks 

plus meeting, breakout, rest area and ancilliary 

spaces 6.2m2 per workstation + 20% = 2172 @ £1875 

m2 = 4,072,500

Assume 292 desks plus meeting, breakout, rest and 

ancilliary spaces 2172 sq m (as per options 3 and 4)

Build an extension to house 97 workstations (137-

40). Allow 6.2m2 per workstation + 20% for 

ancillary areas. 97 x 6.2 = 601 + 20% = 722m2 x 

£1875 =  1,353,750 Car parking exists no space for more 0

Additional car parking (£80/m2). 292 spaces 19m2 

per space 443,840

Install a new lift 192,000

Create new 100 space car park to rear of 

residential block 225,000

External site services 

Drainage £40,000

Utilities £ 100,000 140,000

External site services 

Drainage £40,000

Utilities £ 100,000 140,000

All inclusive annual revenue figure for rent,rates and 

service charges 355,000 pa

External site services

Drainage £ 30,000

Utilities £ 90,000 120,000

Old CCR conversion say £200 x 241 m2 48,200 Sub-total 4,212,500 Sub-total 4,656,340

Sub-total 2,206,950

Contingency 10% 220,695 Contingency 10% 421,250 Contingency 10% 465,634

There is likely to be some one-off fit out costs but this 

is impossible to quantify without a subject premises 

to consider.

Professional and statutory fees 210,000 Professional and statutory fees 400,000 Professional and statutory fees 440,000

Allowance for land acquisition 1.5 acres @ £400k 

(note at LMH reduced by 50% as already part 

owned) 300,000 Allowance for land acquisition 1.5 acres @ £400k 600,000

Furniture and Equipment

137 x £400 54,800 Furniture and equipment 292 x £400 116,800 Furniture and equipment 292 x £400 116,800

SUB-TOTAL CAPITAL 2,692,445 SUB-TOTAL CAPITAL 5,450,550 SUB-TOTAL CAPITAL 6,278,774

Capital receipt from sale of assets - Nil 0 Capital receipt from sale of Rhodes House 450,000 Capital receipt from sale of Rhodes House 450,000 Capital receipt from sale of Rhodes House 450,000

Dilapidations cost to release 2 Penfold Way, 

Wymondham 122,000

Dilapidations cost to release 2 Penfold Way, 

Wymondham 122,000

Dilapidations cost to release 2 Penfold Way, 

Wymondham 122,000

Dilapidations cost to release 2 Penfold Way, 

Wymondham 122,000

NET CAPITAL COST 2,814,445 NET CAPITAL COST 5,122,550 NET CAPITAL COST 5,950,774 NET CAPITAL COST -328,000

Additional annual revenue cost. Allow for an 

extra 722m2 @ all inclusive cost of £90m2 (from 

annual benchmarking reports) 65,000

Additional annual revenue cost. Allow for an 

extra 2172m2 @ all inclusive cost of £137m2 

(actual 2012/13) 298,000

Additional annual revenue cost. Allow for an extra 

2172m2 @ all inclusive cost of £129m2 280,000 Additional annual revenue cost - As above 355,000

Annual saving from consequential estate 

rationalisation -Release of 2 Penfold Way 

Wymondham - Nov 2016 113,000

Annual saving from consequential estate 

rationalisation 

Removal of temporary buildings at PHQ (£38k) 

and sale of Rhodes House (£43k) and 2 Penfold 

Way, Wymondham (£113k) 194,000

Annual saving from consequential estate 

rationalisation 

Removal of temporary buildings at PHQ (£38k) and 

sale of Rhodes House (£43k) and 2 Penfold Way, 

Wymondham (£113k) 194,000

Annual saving from consequential estate 

rationalisation 

Removal of temporary buildings at PHQ (£38k) and 

sale of Rhodes House (£43k) and 2 Penfold Way, 

Wymondham (£113k) 194,000

NET REVENUE EFFECT -48,000 NET REVENUE EFFECT -104,000 NET REVENUE EFFECT -86,000 NET REVENUE EFFECT 161,000

Note desk requirement at Martlesham 153 + 18 = 171 - 34 (can be housed in former Control Room - assumed to have moved to 

Wymondham) = 137

Option 1 - Accommodate at Martlesham Option 2 - New build at Landmark House

All options assume that space will be released at the OCC and options 2,3 and 4 assume space release at PHQ also - each bringing 

consequential estate reduction
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APPENDIX D 

      

SUMMARY OF SSP OPTIONS - PHASED COSTS AND SAVINGS 

 
Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 TOTAL 

 
£000 £000 £000 £000 £000 

      
Option 1 - PHQ           

Recurring Revenue: 
    

  

Total Recurring 
Revenue Costs 

289 286 283 281 1,139 

Total Recurring 
Revenue Savings 

-487 -1,610 -2,609 -2,609 -7,315 

Net Ongoing Revenue 
Impact 

-198 -1,324 -2,326 -2,328 -6,176 

  
    

  

Transitional Costs: 
    

  

Total Revenue Costs - 
One Off 

2,039 79 48 0 2,166 

  
    

  

Net Revenue Impact 
Cost/-Saving 

1,841 -1,245 -2,278 -2,328 -4,010 

  
    

  

Total Capital Costs 3,181 45 0 0 3,226 

            

Option 2 - New Build 
- Landmark House 

          

Recurring Revenue: 
    

  

Total Recurring 
Revenue Costs 

625 619 614 608 2,466 

Total Recurring 
Revenue Savings 

-487 -1,610 -2,609 -2,609 -7,315 

Net Ongoing Revenue 
Impact 

138 -991 -1,995 -2,001 -4,849 

  
    

  

Transitional Costs: 
    

  

Total Revenue Costs - 
One Off 

2,039 98 67 0 2,204 

  
    

  

Net Revenue Impact 
Cost/-Saving 

2,177 -893 -1,928 -2,001 -2,645 

  
    

  

Total Capital Costs 6,573 45 0 0 6,618 
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Option 3 - New Build 
- West Suffolk 

          

Recurring Revenue: 
    

  

Total Recurring 
Revenue Costs 

648 642 636 629 2,555 

Total Recurring 
Revenue Savings 

-487 -1,610 -2,609 -2,609 -7,315 

Net Ongoing Revenue 
Impact 

161 -968 -1,973 -1,980 -4,760 

  
    

  

Transitional Costs: 
    

  

Total Revenue Costs - 
One Off 

1,173 98 67 0 1,338 

  
    

  

Net Revenue Impact 
Cost/-Saving 

1,334 -870 -1,906 -1,980 -3,422 

  
    

  

Total Capital Costs 7,402 45 0 0 7,447 

  
    

  

Option 4a - Lease - 
Ipswich 

          

Recurring Revenue: 
    

  

Total Recurring 
Revenue Costs 

491 489 487 485 1,952 

Total Recurring 
Revenue Savings 

-487 -1,610 -2,609 -2,609 -7,315 

Net Ongoing Revenue 
Impact 

4 -1,121 -2,122 -2,124 -5,363 

  
    

  

Transitional Costs: 
    

  

Total Revenue Costs - 
One Off 

2,039 164 0 0 2,203 

  
    

  

Net Revenue Impact 
Cost/-Saving 

2,043 -957 -2,122 -2,124 -3,160 

  
    

  

Total Capital Costs 1,123 45 0 0 1,168 
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Option 4b - Lease - 
West Suffolk 

          

Recurring Revenue: 
    

  

Total Recurring 
Revenue Costs 

491 489 487 485 1,952 

Total Recurring 
Revenue Savings 

-487 -1,610 -2,609 -2,609 -7,315 

Net Ongoing Revenue 
Impact 

4 -1,121 -2,122 -2,124 -5,363 

  
    

  

Transitional Costs: 
    

  

Total Revenue Costs - 
One Off 

1,173 164 0 0 1,337 

  
    

  

Net Revenue Impact 
Cost/-Saving 

1,177 -957 -2,122 -2,124 -4,026 

  
    

  

Total Capital Costs 1,123 45 0 0 1,168 

            

Option 5 - Do 
minimum 

          

Recurring Revenue: 
    

  

Total Recurring 
Revenue Costs 

0 0 0 0 0 

Total Recurring 
Revenue Savings 

-1,064 -1,796 -1,796 -1,796 -6,452 

Net Ongoing Revenue 
Impact 

-1,064 -1,796 -1,796 -1,796 -6,452 

  
    

  

Transitional Costs: 
    

  

Total Revenue Costs - 
One Off 

501 0 0 0 501 

  
    

  

Net Revenue Impact 
Cost/-Saving 

-563 -1,796 -1,796 -1,796 -5,951 

  
    

  

Total Capital Costs 0 0 0 0 0 

            

 


